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This study aims to determine the effect of REACT learning strategies on mathematics learning
ac hievement in terms of the learning styles of eighth grade students of public junior high schools in
S ragen district. This study was a quasi-experimental study with a 2x3 fac torial design. The
population of this study was eighth grade students of the public junior high schools in S ragen
Regency in the 2015/2016 ac ademic year. The sample was taken by stratified cluster random
sampling. The instrument used to collect data is by distributing questionnaire to test the
mathematics learning ac hievement and student learning style. Data analysis techniques use two -way
variance analysis with unequal cells. The results show that REACT learning strategies produc e
mathematics learning ac hievements that are better than direct learning in material relations and
functions. Moreover, mathematics learning ac hievement of students who have a visual learning style
as well as students with auditory learning styles, students with visual learning styles have better
learning achievement than students with kinesthetic learning styles, while students with auditory
learning styles have the same ac hievement with those with kinesthetic learning styles. In addition, in
the category of visual, auditory, and kinesthetic learning styles, students who were treated with
REACT learning strategies had better mathematics learning ac hievement than students who were
treated with direct learning . Lastly, in each REACT learning and direct learning, students with visual
learning styles have mathematics learning achievements that are as good as students who have
auditory learning styles. S tudents with visual learning styles have better mathematics learning
ac hievement than students with kinesthetic learning sty les, while students with auditory learning
styles have mathematics learning ac hievements that are as good as students who have kinesthetic
learning styles.
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INTRODUCTION
Education that is able to support future development is education that is able to develop the potential
of students, so that the concerned person must be able to apply what is learned in school to face the
problems faced in daily life today and in the future (Dawe et al., 2005). One field of study that has an
important role in the world of education and in dealing with problems of daily life is mathematics (Mason &
Spence, 1999). Although not all of these problems include mat hematical problems, mathematics has an
important role in answering everyday problems. In accordance with the opinion expressed by Skemp (1971,
132) that " mathematics is also a valuable and general technique for satisfying other needs. It is an essential
tool for science, technology, and commerce; and for entry to many professions ".
Therefore mathematics is a subject given to all levels starting from elementary school to equip students
with the ability to think logically, analytically, systematically, and c reatively and have the ability to
cooperate (Stein et al., 1996; Mulyanto et al., 2018; Saputra et al., 2018). This is because mathematics is one of
the most fundamental sources of knowledge. In other words, many of the sciences whose discovery and
development depend on mathematics, so that mathematics subjects are very beneficial for students as a basic
science for application in other fields. The importance of the role of mathematics in life is not supported by
the reality that occurs (Bharadwaj et al., 2012). Especially in Indonesia, junior high school students'
mathematics learning achievements are still relatively low. The low level of mathematics learning
achievement was also experienced by students of public junior high school in Sragen Regency. The data
shows that the lowest value of the mathematics final examination is 15.0 and the highest value is 100.0 while
the average score of students is 48.35 is still low compared to the national level national average (56.60). This
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indicates that the mathematics learning achievement of students in the public junior high schools in Sragen
Regency is still low. Thus an effort is needed to improve the quality of mathematics learning in order to
improve students' mathematics learning achiev ements, especially in Sragen district. According to the theory
of learning styles, each student learns in different ways (Bostrom, 2011: 18). Therefore, student learning
achievements that can be caused by learning strategies used by teachers are sometimes not in accordance
with student learning styles. Here, research needs to be done to learn the best learning for mathematics
learning achievement in in material relations and functions.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Learning Achievement and Learning Strategies
According to Kasirye (2009, 12) learning achievement is defined as:
“a result of the combination of various inputs. Learning achievement is hypothesized to
depend on: children's characteristics such as age, innate ability, and health status; family
background such as parent education and parental preferences for the child education; and
school inputs including teachers, textbooks, desks, and tables".
The statement implies that learning achievement is the result of a combination of various activities and
learning processes that are accepted by students which are manifested in an action. Real action results in a
change towards a better one. This make that some socio-economic as well as educational considerations of
child characteristics such as age, innate abilities, and health status, parental education backgrounds and
parents' preferences for children's education, and school inputs including teachers, textbooks, tables, and
tables are likely to affect student learning achievement:.
Brown & McNamara (2005, 16) define mathematics learning achievement as follows
"Mathematical achievement is understood more in terms of performance than prescribed
mathematical procedures. This is quantifiable through diagnostic testing, and broad
understanding is anchored around statistically defined environment test indicators. The
meaning of the statement is that mathematical achievement is understood more in terms of the
performance of the specified mathematical procedures. This is measured through diagnostic
tests, and broader understanding begins with test indicators in statistics that are defined by the
environment.”
Based on the opinion of Brown & McNamara ((2005), the measurement of mathematics learning
achievement can be done through tests made based on indicators that ar e in accordance with the abilities
measured.
Low absorption capacity can be triggered by a lack of meaningful learning experiences. This might be
because learning experiences might rely more textually on textbooks , emphasizing to memorize formulas
without knowing where the formula came from or how to construct the formula (Schoenfeld, 2009). In
addition, the usefulness of the learning process may also not be conveyed so that the learning experience
becomes meaningless. To overcome the need to change the paradigm of learning strategies used, namely
from direct learning to innovative learning (Wood & Ashfield, 2008). One of the causes of students 'low
mathematics learning achievement is also influenced by a lack of students' understanding of the concepts
contained in mathematics and it is still difficult for students to communicate mathematically (Hill et al., 2005;
Henningsen & Stein, 1997). The different learning influences the style characteristics of students. In addition,
there are still many teachers who are fixated on a learning strategy that is used in the teaching and learning
process continuously without ever modifying it or replacing it with another strategy even though the
learning objectives to be achieved are different (Hill et al., 2005; Riswanto, 2016). Such learning can result in
unoptimal achievement of learning objectives by students. Therefore, to realize the learning objectives, in the
implementation of teaching and learning activities, teachers should pay attention to student learning styles
and learning strategies so that learning achievement becomes optimal.
REACT Learning Strategy
One of the learning strategies that are expected to be able to optimize mathematics learning
achievement and student learning style is the REACT learning strategy. The teacher must try to get students
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to find out for themselves or understand the concepts given, cooperate, and can apply the knowledge
acquired to real life. This is a feature of learning that applies REACT learning strategies (Crowford, 2001).
REACT is an acronym of Relating, Experiencing, Applying, Cooperating, Transferring.
Relating is learning by linking the material being studied with the context of real life experience or
prior knowledge. Experiencing is learning that makes students learn by doing mathematical activities (doing
math) through exploration, discovery and search. Various exper iences in the classroom can include
manipulative use, problem solving activities, and laboratories. Applying is learning by applying learned
concepts to be used, by providing realistic and relevant exercises. Cooperating is learning by conditioning
students to work together, share, respond and communicate with other learners. Transferring is learning that
encourages students to learn to use the knowledge they have learned into new contexts or situations that
have not been learned in the classroom based on understanding (Arifin et al., 2014; Sapto et al., 2015).
REACT strategies have been implemented by Yuniawatika (2011) and Rohati (2011) whose research
results show a positive impact of using REACT strategies in mathematics learning. REACT's strategy in the
learning process is student-centered so that students are motivated to learn and understand the material s in
mathematics, with motivated students being expected to optimize student learning activities so that later it
will have an impact on optimal mathematics learning outcomes. Likewise, the results of Fauziah (2010) 's
study which states that students who get learning through REACT strategies experience better learning
outcomes than students who get direct learning, so the REACT strategy contributes signi ficantly and is
better than direct learning on understanding and solving math problem for junior high school students.
Hypotheses
Based on the explanation previously described, the purpose of this study is to find out the extent to
which learning strategies have better mathematics learning achievements between REACT learning
strategies and learning in material relations and functions, and which ones have more mathematics learning
achievements either between students who have a visual, auditory or kinestheti c learning style. In the
category of visual, auditory, and kinesthetic learning styles, which results in better learning achievement,
students who are treated with REACT learning strategies or who have direct learning strategies . In each
REACT learning and direct learning, which results in better learning achievement, students with visual,
auditorial or kinesthetic learning styles. The benefits of this research are theoretically as reference material
for consideration of further research and generate knowledge about REACT learning strategies to improve
mathematics learning achievement. Practically , the results of this study are expected to provide innovation
in the world of education, especially the implementation of the REACT strategy that is influenced by student
learning styles. The results are expected as an alternative for teachers in overcoming the difficulties of
students in mathematics learning, namely by choosing learning strategies used in the learning process in
accordance with the learning styles of students so that mathematical concepts can be understood by students
appropriately and effectively. Based on these descriptions, the hypotheses proposed in this study are as
follows:
H_0A: There were no differences in mathematics learning achievement in students treated with the REACT
learning approach and direct learning
H_0B: There are no differences in mathematics learning achievement between students with visual, auditory
and kinesthetic learning styles
H_0AB: There is no interaction between learning approaches and student learning styles towards
mathematics learning achievement .
RESEARCH METHOD
This research is a quasi-experimental study. The independent variables in this study is learning
strategy, while the dependent variable is mathematics learning achievement. The learning strategies used are
case-control examinations of learning with REACT learning style and direct learning style . The other
independent variable that influences the dependent va riable is the learning style in the visual, auditory, and
kinesthetic categories. The research design used in this study was a 2 x 3 factorial design. The population in
this study were all eighth grade students of the public junior high schools in Sragen Regency in the odd
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semester of the 2015/2016 academic year while the samples in this study were eighth grade students in 3
public junior high schools in Sragen Regency namely Sragen 2 Public Junior High School, Gondang 2 Public
Junior High School, and Sambirejo 2 Public Junior High School. There are taken 2 classes at each school. The
sampling technique is by using stratified cluster random sampling technique.
The number of respondents was 190 students with details of 96 students as cases with REACT learning,
and 94 as controls with direct learning. All students are Indonesian citizens, Javanese, and 14 -16 years old.
The methods used in this study are documentation methods, questionnaire methods and test methods. The
data analysis technique used to test the hypothesis is a two-way analysis of variance with unequal cells and
a double comparison test with the Scheffe (1999) test (see also Draper & Smith, 2014)..

RESULTS
The results of calculations with a two-way analysis of variance with unequal cells and a significance
level of 5% are presented in Table 1, while summary of the variance analysis test is presented in Table 2.
Table 1. Description of Average Cells and Marginal Average
Learning

Visual
77.6190
68.8000
73.3171

REACT
Direct
Marginal Average

Student learning style
Auditorial
kinesthetic
75.8649
75.0588
68.0000
58.0000
71.9351
66.5484

Marginal
Average
75.7917
67.6809

Table 2. Summary of Analysis of Two-Way Variances with Unequal Cells
Source
A
B
AB
Std. Error
Total

dK
1
2
2
184
189

JK
57863.655
14754.816
2678.702
12886.998
88184.171

RK
57863.655
7377.408
1339.351
70.038
-

𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑠
19.809
4.656
0.805
-

𝐹𝑡𝑎𝑏
3.90
3.045
3.045
-

Verification
H0 rejected
H0 rejected
H0 accepted
-

Based on Table 2, the results of the two-way variance analysis with unequal cells show a significant
value of 0.05. Thus, (1) H_0A is rejected. This means that there are differences in mathematics learning
achievement in students treated with the REACT lea rning approach and conventional learning. Thus, (2)
H_0B is rejected. This means that there are differences in mathematics learning achievement between
students with visual, auditory and kinesthetic learning styles. Moreover, the statistical analysis shows that
(3) H_0AB rejected. This means that there is an interaction between learning approaches and student
learning styles towards mathematics learning achievement. The results of the average comparison test
between lines can be presented in Table 3.
From the results of the calculation, it was found that H_0A was rejected, so that there were differences
in mathematics learning achievement in students treated with the REACT learning approach and direct
learning. Because the learning variable only has a value of 2 (i.e. REACT and Direct), then the stimulation
can be seen from the average. From the marginal mean, it shows that the average REACT learning strategy is
greater than direct learning, so it can be concluded that students who are subjected to REACT lea rning
strategies are better than direct learning. From the results of the ANOVA calculation, it is obtained that H0B
is rejected. Therefore, it is necessary to do a mean comparative test between columns. A summary of the
results of the average comparison test between columns is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of Mean Comparative Tests Between Columns
H0
.1 = .2
.2 = .3
.1 = .3
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Fobs
1,8081
10,6038
1,4782

2(F0,05;2;184 )
6,09
6,09
6,09

Results
H0 is not rejected
H0 rejected
H0 is not rejected
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DISCUSSION
Based on Table 3 and the marginal mean in Table 1, it can be concluded that students with visual
learning styles have learning achievements that are as good as students with auditory learning styles,
students with visual learning styles have better learning achievement than students with kinesthetic learning
styles, while students with auditory learning styles have learning achievements that are as good as students
with kinesthetic learning styles. The results of this study are in line with the results of a study conducted by
Susanto (2016) which states that there are no significant differences in achievement between students with
visual and auditory learning styles and auditorial and kinesthetic learning styles. Based on the results of the
calculation of the two-cell variance analysis not the same on the interaction effect of AB (learning strategy
and student learning style) obtained FAB = 0.805 and DK = {F | F> 3.045}, this means FAB ∉ DK. So that
H0AB is not rejected, meaning there is no interaction between learning strategies and learning styles on
student learning achievement in material relations and functions. Thus, it is obtained (1) on REACT learning
strategies and direct learning, students with visual learning styles have mathematical learning achiev ement
that is equally good compared to students with auditory learning styles, students with visual learning styles
have better mathematics learning achievement than students with style kinesthetic learning, while students
with auditory learning styles have mathematics learning achievements that are equally good compared to
students with kinesthetic learning styles. (2) In the category of visual, auditory and kinesthetic learning
styles, REACT learning strategies produce mathematics learning achievements th at are better than direct
learning strategies
CONCLUSION
Regarding literacy, these findings highlight the visual aspects of the learning process. In addition,
because the findings also reveal the need for efforts to improve the kinesthetic and auditory asp ects of
mathematics learning. In addition, this study successfully proved that the learning model with REACT can
improve students' mathematics learning achievements. More specifically, the results show that students who
were treated with REACT learning str ategies produced better mathematics learning achievement than
students who were given direct learning in material relations and functions. Moreover, students with visual
learning styles had Mathematics learning achievement is as good as students who have a uditory learning
styles. Students with visual learning styles have better mathematics learning achievement than students with
kinesthetic learning styles, while students with auditory learning styles have mathematics learning
achievements that are as good as students who have kinesthetic learning styles. In the category of visual,
auditory, and kinesthetic learning styles, students who were treated with REACT learning strategies had
better mathematics learning achievement than students who were treated with direct learning. In each
REACT learning and direct learning, students with visual learning styles have mathematics learning
achievements that are as good as students who have auditory learning styles. Students with visual learning
styles have better mathematics learning achievement than students with kinesthetic learning styles, while
students with auditory learning styles have mathematics learning achievements that are as good as students
who have kinesthetic learning styles.
The suggestions from the results of this study are for teachers that REACT learning strategies can be
used as a reference in mathematics learning in the classroom, because based on the results of the research the
strategy provides better learning achievement than direct learning. In a ddition, the teacher must also pay
attention to other factors within the student, namely the student's learning style, because in this study
student learning styles have an influence on student learning achievement.
The limitation of this study is to use case control studies based on cross sectional data. Thus, this test
cannot predict in the long term the influence between the use of REACT learning strategies and student
achievement. Further studies are expected to be able to examine the effect of REACT an d mathematics
learning achievements in longitudinal study designs. In addition, this study focuses on the influence of
learning in the classroom context, which only considers teaching from teacher to student, and the learning
strategies used. The implication is that students' socio-economic factors, and educational factors outside the
class are not considered in this study. Future research is expected to involve factors outside the classroom in
the relationship between the use of REACT learning models and s tudent achievement.
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